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FOREWORD
For lasting satisfaction, the most important quality in a kitchen
When the family first moves into a new home or
remodels their old one, pride and enjoyment in the freshness and
beauty of the new surroundings overshadow other emotions, but as

is convenience.

time goes on there is increased appreciation of such qualities as
comfort, time-saving, and ease of cleaning and keeping order.
The only way to make sure that the new or remodeled kitchen

will be convenient in all respects is to make a detailed plan for it.
This is a complicated and laborious task at best, whether it is done
by the family or by the architect. The task will be much easier, however, if the planner has a good guide to follow.

This circular is written as a planning guide for use by the
It suggests methods that can be used in planning a built-toorder kitchen or in selecting ready-built cabinet units. If followed
systematically it should save the planner much time.
This circular has no other purpose than to serve as a planning
guide. It is not intended to serve as a reference on what constitutes
a good kitchen, and such recommendations as are included are incidental to its main purpose.
family.

Dean and Director

A Guide for the Kitchen Planner
By
MAUD WILSON

Are you going to build or remodel a house?
Then of course you are counting on having a
good kitchen. You do not want to walk any

Kitchen planning takes time
There is no disguising the fact that if you
are really serious about giving those plans a
thorough going over it will take a good bit of
time. For the job you have to do is to visualize

more kitchen miles than you have to, nor always
climb up on a stool to get things you use often.
Furthermore, you want your kitchen to look clean,
orderly, and attractive at all times with a minimum
effort on your part.

your family living in the kitchen the architect has
planned for youcooking, eating, washing dishes,

getting snacks, feeding the baby, ironingand to
make sure that there is a good place to store every
dish, cooking vessel, and food package. But the
time spent in planning the kitchen will be made

Good kitchen plans are essential
One thing sure, you are not likely to have a
satisfactory kitchen unless you take the trouble
to plan for it. If you build, you may buy a set

up, many times over, by the time saved in using it.

of stock plans, employ an architect, or draw your
own plans. But whatever the means of obtaining
them, you must have good plans if you are eventually to have a good kitchen.
If you employ an architect, one of these days
he will hand you a roll of drawings and say "Look

Kitchen planning should be a family affair
Husband and children should have a share in
the decisions made concerning the new kitchen
and in the work required in reaching these decisions. Then it will not be merely "Mother's
kitchen." Furthermore the planning job will take
less time if it is shared and it will be more inter-

these over and let me know what changes you
want." One of the sheets will show the floor plan
of the house; another will show the elevations of
cabinets and closets. When it comes to the
kitchen, the homemaker is usually the person who
must decide whether the proposed plan is satis-

esting to do. Last, but not least, some good planning ideas will come from husband and children
as they visualize the uses they will be making of
the new kitchen.

factory and, if not, what must be done to make

Testing or making a kitchen plan
If you are thinking of using this circular as
a planning guide, read it through before you
start. It may be profitable for you to read it
through again if there are points that are not
clear at the first reading. This preliminary ex-

it so. You may also be expected to tell the architect how to plan the cabinet details.

Characteristics of a good plan
A good kitchen plan provides a suitable
place for each of the activities carried on in the
kitchen. These include not only the regular tasks

amination will save you time in the long run.
In brief, these are the decisions you will make
as you carry out the suggested procedure:
The best arrangement for your kitchen.
Dimensions of kitchen cabinets.
Fittings for storage cabinets.
What you will keep in each storage space.

of cooking and dishwashing, but may also include
ironing, mending, child play, and the homework
of the school children.

It provides adequate storage for all the
supplies, utensils, and other articles that are used
there.

It provides an arrangement that is time-

Preliminary steps
Make a drawing of the proposed floor

saving for the worker, and that keeps people out
of one another's way.

STEP 1.

It provides for the changes in activities

plan.

and storage needs that are bound to take place as
time goes on.

If yours is a new kitchen, put some thin paper
over your blueprint and trace enough to show
the kitchen itself and connecting rooms, halls,
and porches. Then designate the various cabinet sections with capital letters, A, B, C, etc.
Figure 1 is an example of this first step in

In making these provisions, use is made
of every possible means of economizing in space,

materials, and labor required for construction,
and in the cost of maintenance.
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The house plan of which
this kitchen is a part was designed for farm
your procedure.

families that do their own baking and canning.
The dining alcove was planned as a multipurpose area, used for sewing, keeping accounts,

QUESTION ONE. What would be the best place
in the proposed kitchen to carry on each activity?

writing letters, and playing table games as

In answering this question you will use the
floor plan you have drawn, your Reminder List,
your ACTIvITIES CHART, a lead pencil, and an

well as serving meals.

eraser.

If your problem is that of a remodeled
kitchen, first draw a floor plan to scale ( inch
to the foot). Show the size and location of
doors, windows, and pieces of equipment that
are not to be changed. Then dot in the pieces
of equipment you are thinking of adding and
the kitchen cabinets you think you will build.
Finally, designate with capital letters the various cabinet sections you now have and expect

to keep, as well as those you plan to buy or
build.
STEP 2.

Prepare the blanks for your ACTIVITIES
CHART.

Use ruled history notebook paper or other
ruled paper of comparable size (about 8-i" by
11"). You will probably need two sheets. At
the top of each sheet write "ACTIVITIES

Draw the vertical lines and write
the headings for three columns, as shown by
CHART."

the chart on page 6.
STEP 3. Prepare the blanks for your STORAGE
CHART.

You will probably need four sheets.

Draw

the vertical lines and write in the column
heads shown by the chart on page 8.
STEP 4.

Prepare a check list of your kitchen

activities and materials to be stored. This will
serve as a reminder list when you are making
out your ACTIVITIES CHART and your STORAGE CHART. To save time, you can alter the
Reminder List on pages 20 and 21. Draw lines

through the items for which you need not
make provision in your kitchen, and add those
that do not appear.
STEP 5.

Read the last section of this circular,

Recommendations for Kitchen Planning, pages
22 to 34. As you read, make marginal notes

Look at the kitchen floor plan and decide

where you think it would be best to carry on each
of the various activities on your list.
Now enter your decisions on your ACTIVITIES
CHART. First, write in the name or designation
of a surface in the left hand column. Then in
the middle column enter all the activities you expect to carry on there. After you have finished,
check off items on your Reminder List and draw
a line across the entire chart.
Repeat this procedure until all the surfaces on

your floor plan and all the activities of your
Reminder List have been entered.

For some activities you may have first and
These are important to record
because some compromises with the ideal may
second choices.

be necessary when the final steps of planning are
taken. It is sometimes impossible to provide for
all the first choices.

First and second choices are listed in the

column headed "Planning Data." (In this column is written any information you want to have

before you when you come to determining or
testing the dimensions of the space in question,
or when you are conferring with your architect
or carpenter.)
Now, go back over your chart. Imagine yourself and your family using the new kitchen you
are planning. Have you planned too many activities

for certain surfaces and not enough for

others? Will the users get in each other's way?

As you change your mind, change your entries.
If you are not sure what you are supposed to
do, stop for a moment and look at the chart on
page 6, and the floor plan shown by Figure 1.
On this chart the Activities on the Reminder List
(pages 20 and 21) have been allocated to the various cabinet sections of this floor plan.

for your use later on. Some of the suggestions may not fit your situation while others

QUESTION Two: What storage space do you
think would be the best for each of the ma-

to denote the suggestions you consider important, and one star (*) to denote those that

terials on your Reminder List?
In answering this question you will use your

may require modification. Use two stars (**)

are desirable, but not important.

Decisions to be made
Here are the questions you will need to ask
yourself, and some suggestions as to how to get
the answers.

Reminder List, your STORAGE CHART, and the
floor plan you have drawn.
Consult your floor plan and decide what place

would be most convenient for storing each one
of the items covered on your list. For many of
them you will have first and second choices.

UTILITY

PORCH

ROOM

Figure 1. Kitchen area of house plan. Capital letters indicate cabinets and cabinet sections.
trates first step in procedure for testing adequacy of a proposed kitchen plan.
5

Illus-

AcTIvITIEs CHART (Example)
Surface2

Activities2

A

Planning data

Make salads

Dish up cold foods
Take foods from refrigerator to
work surfaces

Rearrange contents of refrigerator
Take hot and cold foods to meal

Wheeled
Table

table

Bring soiled dishes from meal table
to sink
Handle goods and equipment from
outdoor meals

Handle containers used in canning
and freezing

Do shorttime food preparation

B

Slice bread, cake

Dish up hot foods

Base Cabinet

Handle jars while canning
Handle dishes after washing

F

Scrape and stack soiled dishes when
large amounts

Base
Cabinet

Wash foods

G

Pare fruits and vegetablesstanding

Sink

Wash dishes
H

Handle incoming supplies

Handle foods after washing
Slice vegetables

Base
Cabinet

Rearrange contents of cooler
Scrape and stack soiled dishes

Do mixing, beatingstanding

K

Do mixing, etc., seated

Use grinders, parers
Put up lunches

Base
Cabinet

Do vegetable preparation, seated

Use lap board as meal table for
small children

0

Lay out silver, linen, etc.

Place dishes to be used at table

Base
Cabinet

T

Table

Serve meals

Write letters, keep records
Cut out garments
Baste and pin garments
Use portable sewing machine
Children play

Children study
Pile folded garments when ironing
2See Figure 1.

2Allocation of activities on the Reminder List (pages 20 and 21) to the work surfaces in the kitchen illustrated by Figure 1.
6
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"Materials to be stored" of your STORAGE CHART.

do your experimenting on a space that is as wide
as the counters in your new kitchen will be. This

Articles for which the location is immaterial may
be listed in the last section, "not decided."
The procedure followed in answering Question
Two is illustrated by the chart on pages 8 to 10.

range or refrigerator.
The whale family can help in making the decisions and getting the measurements required for

Enter your decisions in the column headed

On this chart the materials to be stored that are
listed on pages 20 and 21 have been assigned to
the various cabinet sections of the floor plan illustrated by Figure 1.

Planning data
In answering Questions One and Two you
have decided how you would like to use your
kitchen. You have made up your mind as to the
places where you will do the various kitchen tasks
as well as other activities, and you have decided
where you want to store the equipment and supplies used in connection with each activity.

From now on, in Questions Three to Seven
your task will be that of assembling the information you must be prepared to give to the persons
who make the working drawings for your kitchen
and those who do the construction work. This information will be recorded on your AcTIvITIEs
CHART and your STORAGE CHART, in the column

headed "Planning data."
QUESTION THREE: Is the space allotted to each

counter or other work surface adequate for
the uses you have in mind for it? If not, what
changes should be made?

width is often determined by the width of the

Part A. Let them assist in deciding what are
labor-saving arrangements for dishwashing and
other tasks in which they share. Decide in a
family council what would be the best measurement for the kitchen meal table, considering such
matters as the possibility of extras dropping in
for meals now and then, and the way you serve
meals (whether in serving dishes that are passed,
or in individual dishes).
Part B: For Part B you need your floor plan,
your ACTIVITIES CHART (with the measurements

obtained in doing Part A entered in the Planning

Data column) and an architect's scale or good
ruler.

Measure the counters and other surfaces on

your kitchen plan and for each one decide whether

the size is satisfactory, too small, or larger than
needed. If the discrepancies are serious it will

be well for you to consider altering the floor
plan. In that event, in the Planning Data column
of your ACTIVITIES CHART write in your opinion

concerning the changes needed.
QUESTION FOUR: What should be the heights of
the various work surfaces?

ing Question One. For each section of the kitchen
(labeled A, B, etc.) answer the question "Which

Take plenty of time for this question! You
can get the answers during the same week that
you are finding out how large the various work
surfaces need to be (Question Three, Part A).
Determine three measures for the height of

of these activities would require the greatest

each surface: (1) the lowest one that is com-

amount of work space ?" Next, decide how much

fortable for the user, (2) the height most favored,
and (3) the highest one that would be acceptable.

Part A: Refer to the groups of activities on
your AcTIvITIES CHART that you listed in answer-

work space this selected activity requires and
enter the amount under "Planning Data."

Do not be in a hurry to finish Part A. A
week is the minimum, unless you have already
given a good deal of thought to labor-saving arrangements.

During that week, keep a metal

tapeline or yardstick handy, and as you perform
the various kitchen tasks, measure the space it
takes for a good arrangement of equipment and
supplies.

Some tasks will require more than one measurement of the space required. For example,
when you make rolled cookies you will take
three sets of measures: (1) mixing the dough;
(2) rolling, cutting, and filling pans; (3) turning
out the baked cookies.

In determining the space needed for tasks
that are done on counter tops you may need to

Ideally each surface will be high enough to
permit the worker to stand up straight when she
is working there, but not so high that it forces
her to work with her elbows held away from her
body. For the average woman, however, there

is some variation in heights at which she can

perform a given task without being conscious of
back or arm fatigue.
Here is a way to determine the three heights.
Get some short (12-inch) boards and pile them
up under the mixing bowl or dishpan until the
height seems just right. Take out boards until
you have determined the lowest comfortable
height, then add boards until you have decided the
highest measure. Do at least an hour's work at
each of the heights. Repeat the test several times,
preferably over a period of at least a week.

STORAGE CHART

Cabinet
section1
B

Material to be stored2

E. Table silver

Planning data3
2nd

Bread
Cake
Base
Cabinet

Cookies

Hand towels

2nd

Dish towels

2nd

Small utensils used at work table B
and range

C

Wall
Cabinet
D

Wall

Cookie sheets

1st

E. Serving trays

1st

Ready-to-serve cereals

1st

Large platters
E. Dishes
Coffee makers, tea pots

1st

Coffee, tea

Cabinet

E
Wall
Cabinet

F
Base
Cabinet

Range
G

Empty fruit jars until taken to
store room
First-aid equipment
Kitchen tools
Kettles, saucepans

1st

Colanders, strainers

1st

Skillets, griddles

1st

Extra lids

1st

Skillets, griddles

2nd

Extra lids

2nd

Dish pans

Drainer
Minor dishwashing equipment
Base Cabinet
(under sink)

H
Base Cabinet

Soap, scouring powders
Dish towels in use

Hand towels in use
Waste basket
Small utensils used at sink

1. Top drawer Small quantities of apples, oranges,
potatoes, onions
2. Ventilated
3. Metal-lined
section
I

Wall Cabinet
(ventilated)

J
Wall Cabinet

Garbage container

Opened packages of fats
Dressings
Recipe books

Packaged foods

1st

8

STORAGE CHARTContinued

Cabinet
section

K

Base Cabinet

Material to be stored2

Planning data3

Paper used for wrapping garbage
Hand towels

1st

Dish towels

1st

Sugar
Flour

Other bulk dry foods

L

Grinders, sifters
Small utensils used in mixing
Packaged foods
Pie pans, cake pans
Bread pans

2nd

2nd

Muffin pans

Cookie sheets

Floor-toCeilino
Cabinet

2nd

Casseroles

Grinders, sifters

1st

Mixer

Mixer attachments
Mixing bowls

E. Serving trays
Lunch and picnic equipment and

2nd

nonedible supplies
M

Floor-toCeiling
Cabinet

Account books

Catalogs, bulletins, instruction books
Correspondence files

Writing supplies
N

Wall
Cabinet

0

Ready-to-serve cereals

2nd

Large platters and flat dishes
0. Dishes, other
F. Table silver

2nd

1st

0. Table silver
Napkins
Base
Cabinet

Table cloths
Sewing scraps
Unironed clothes

Pressing cloths
P

Floor-toCeiling
Cabinet

Clean rags
Ironing boards
Iron
Portable sewing machine
Minor sewing equipment
Sewing supplies
Place mats
Articles to be mended
9
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STORAGE CHARTContinued

Cabinet
Material to be stored2

section1

Q
Base
Cabinet
R

Base
Cabinet
S

Base
Cabinet

Not Decided

Planning data2

Table appliances
Radio

Back files of magazines
Old business records
Seldom-used sewing materials
Current magazines, papers

Child's play materials
School books
Aprons

Paper towel supply
'See Figure 1.
2Frequency of use is indicated as follows: E, every day use; 0, occasional, or for company meals only; S, seldom or never used.
For articles not so labeled only one area of storage is given.
1First and second choices as to location are indicated by 1st" and '2nd" respectively in the planning data column. For articles
not so labeled the location specified is the only one listed.

Consider the relative importance of having
the height you favor most. For economy you
will not want any more variation than is necessary in the heights of surfaces that are continuous
or adjacent.

The importance of having each surface set
at the "ideal" height varies with the time spent
in doing the various kinds of work. For processes
where the back or arms are not held in one position very long, the height of the surface is relatively unimportant. But if you must hold a posi-

tion for quite a while (as in dishwashing) it is
important to have the work surface set at just
the right height.

The height of the sink floor is important if
you do a lot of work at the sink, as you will if
you do your dishwashing by hand or if you can
or freeze large quantities of fruits and vegetables.
The height of the mixing table is important if you

make most of the bread, pies, and other baked
goods used by the family.

Your lowest and highest measures will be
valuable in making compromises. Take for example the problem of sink height. The floor of
the sink is usually from 6 inches to 8 inches below
the sink rim. If you set the sink so that its floor
is the right height for dishwashing, the adjacent

counter, if level with the sink rim, may be too
high for the tasks you plan to do there.
If you are young and in good health you may
not think about including a lapboard, but it is an
important surface, not only for seated work, but

also as a place to feed young children and let
them play with their kitchen toys. The lapboard
should just clear your knees as you sit with both
feet on the floor. This marks the lowest point
for its placement and also it is the best height,
because it enables you to do many kinds of work
without holding your arms away from your body.
After you have considered the many pros and
cons and have made your decisions concerning
work-surface heights, enter them on your ACTIVITIES CHART in the column headed "Planning
Data."

QUESTION FIvE: How much space should there
be between a work surface and the bottom of
the wall cabinet above it?
The minimum space needed above a work surface depends on the kind of work done there and
the equipment used for this work, and also on the
height of the surface. Suggested minimums are
included in the section on Recommendations for
Planning, pages 22 to 34. In general, it is best
to allow only minimum space between a work surface and the cabinet above it because it is important to have as much wall cabinet space as possible
within easy reach. For the sake of appearance
or of economy in construction costs, however, you
may decide to use more than the minimum clearance.

Enter your decisions on your ACTIVITIEs
CHART in the Planning Data column.

A GUIDE FOR THE KITCHEN PLANNER

How to plan the storage cabinets
Now you are ready to answer the questions
that concern storage cabinets.

Six AND SEVEN: Are the storage
spaces above and below each work surface
adequate for the articles you wish to store in
them? How should each storage space be
planned in order to utilize the space to the

QUESTIONS

best advantage?

You will get the answers to both of these
questions as you proceed.
Read the entire section devoted to the answer-

ing of Questions Six and Seven before you start
to plan.
Examine the Index (page 35). It will save

your time if you will use the Index to find

what parts of this circular apply to a specific type

(for example, Base Cabinet with

of cabinet

Drawers).
Also look at the definitions for parts of cabinets on page 30. Some of them may be unfamiliar to you.
Work at your kitchen table, or at a table near
your kitchen.
Label each article on your STORAGE CHART to
show how often it is used. You can do this by

means of these letters in the Planning Data
column:

F = used every day or frequently
0 = used occasionally
S

used seldom

N = never used
At this point you may decide that it will pay
you to get rid of some of the items on your list
that you seldom or never use. If so, cross them
off your list. Do not forget to discard the articles
themselves before you move!

Even after you have reduced your list you
may realize that you have so many things to store

that you cannot provide good storage in the
kitchen for all of them. In this event, see if you
can not plan space outside the kitchen for articles
that are seldom used, or used during a short sea-

son (for example, the sausage grinder), or that
are used elsewhere than in the kitchen. A dusttight cabinet in the basement is inexpensive to
construct and can be considered good storage for
articles that you do not use very much.
Work with one cabinet or cabinet section at
a time.
Make sure that your STORAGE CHART lists all
the things you plan to store in it, including articles
you do not now have but expect to buy.

11

In planning some of the cabinets, you will
need to measure the things you plan tostore. Enter these dimensions in the Planning Data column
of your STORAGE CHART. For the measures of
articles you do not now have and expect to buy
you can use estimates based on the measures of

similar articles in your present stock or in the
store.

Articles that you always store together can
be measured in groups. If your present storage
is good you can measure the space they now occupy. To help you decide whether your present

storage is good or not, reread the suggestions
given on pages 25 to 27.

Suggestions for planning of all storage cabinets
Provide sçace for frequently used articles
first, then those occasionally used and finally
those that are seldom used.

Be sure to allow clearances around stored
When you take a pile of plates off a
shelf you need free space at both sides to get
articles.

your hands in. When you lift a package of dried

fruit down you should be able to get hold of
the package at the top and slide it out easily.
Recommended clearances are given on page 26.

Provide for all items for which the cabinet
you are planning is the first or only choice. After
you have finished all of the cabinets, go back over
your STORAGE CHART to see if you have to make
provision for any of the second choices.

Planning wall cabinets
WALL CABINETS WITH SHELVES:

Carry out the following procedure for each
of the wall cabinets that have shelves.

First, draw two sketches, one that represents
the face and the other a front-to-back section of
the cabinet. One-sixth-inch squared paper is con-

venient to use for this purpose. Do not make the

sketches too smallone square to the inch is
usually a satisfactory scale. You may prefer to
work with sketches that are the actual size of the
cabinet.

Next draw a dotted line across each sketch at
the highest point you can reach easily. To determine this distance do some experimenting in
your present kitchen. The measure may differ
somewhat for the Various cabinets, depending on

the nature of the material to be stored on the
higher shelves and on whether or not you have
to reach over a base cabinet or the range.
Next draw lines on your sketch to indicate the
thickness of the bottom and sides. For a wooden
cabinet this is usually inch.

12
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Now decide where it would be best to keep

Now you are ready to assign articles to the

the various articles or groups of articles you have
listed for the cabinet you are planning. Start
with the part of the cabinet that is most accessible
from the work surface and with the articles most

second shelf. The process is the same as outlined above. As you proceed adding shelves,
watch out for the dotted line that shows the upper
limit for a shelf that you can reach easily.

frequently used and proceed to the hardest-toreach parts and the seldom-used articles. As
you provide a space for each article or group of
articles, check it off on your STORAGE CHART.
Short marks can be used to show the width

As you proceed in planning this cabinet you
will have to move articles from one shelf to another in order to use to the best advantage all of
the space on the shelves you can reach easily.
When you have completed this procedure for
the first one, plan the other wall cabinets in the
same way. At the end you may need to reallocate
some articles if you find that certain cabinets are

and height of each article or group of articles (see

Figure 2). In each space be sure to write the
name of the article you intend to store there, for
your completed sketch will be needed as a guide

too crowded while in others there is unused space.
Try first to shift those articles for which you have

for putting your kitchen things away the first
time.

listed second choices on your STORAGE CHART.
Make a copy of the plan for each cabinet to
give to your architect or builder. The completed
plans for the wall cabinets will provide the information he needs as to the number of shelves for

After you have used up all the space on the
bottom of the cabinet, by means of a short line
locate the top of the tallest object you have
planned to store there. Put another mark above

each cabinet and the minimum desirable height of

the first one to indicate the clearance needed, and
draw a line across the cabinet through this second
mark. This line is the bottom of the first shelf.
Then draw another line to allow inch shelf
thickness. At this point you may do some shifting in order that the objects assigned to the base
are all about the same height.

the top of the cabinet door. If some of your
shelves are narrower than the width of the compartment your front-to-back sketch will show how
wide these should be made. If the shelves are to

be nailed in, your sketch will tell the carpenter
where to put them.

HGT. 5 1/2'

6 /4'

SIXTEEN 3-1/2" GLASSES

FOUR GLASSES

HGT.3 3/4'
4 1/2

GLASS PLATES
8"

DIAM.

HGT. OF

GLASS

PLATES
6" DIAM.

SHERBETS

23-5/8"

THRE Sl-ERBES

2 CUPS STACKED 4 1/2

5 I/2
CUPS

4

CUPS

CUPS

CUPS 1SAUCERS

- HGT.

CEREALS

SAUCERS

PL1.ATES

DINNER PLATES

LUNCH PLATES

.

WIDTH

6' DIAM

DINNER PLATES

B.

DEPTH

Figure 2. Use of squared paper in making or testing plans for cabinets with shelves. Sketch A shows

method of recording decisions as to proposed uses of shelving and of determining the number and
placement of shelves and the over-all width of the cabinet. Sketch B shows method of determining
the minimum widths of the successive shelves. The space assigned to each item is indicated by short
vertical lines flanking the name of the article. The height of the tallest item on a shelf is shown by
a short horizontal line. The dotted line shows the maximum height of the top of a shelf for frequently used articles.
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If the shelves in your cabinets are to be made
movable and adjustable in height, then the sketches

you have kept will tell you where to place the
shelves before you start to move your things in.
Adjustable shelves are much preferred because
they make possible radical changes in the uses of
the wall cabinets without the expense of remodel-
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After you have arranged the reachable space
to your satisfaction, indicate hook placement by
marking with pencil placed in the handle holes.

Save this pattern for use in placing the hooks
themselves and for your guidance in hanging
your utensils the first time. Make a sketch of it
for your architect or builder.

ling.
WALL CABINETS FOR HANGING UTENSILS:

Some homemakers prefer to hang saucepans
and skillets in the cabinet over or near the range.
For this type of cabinet you need a sketch that is
the actual size of the cabinet. Draw it on a piece
of plain paper that is wider than the drawing requires. Put in the lines indicating the thickness
of the bottom and sides of the cabinet and of the
maximum height of reach. Remember that you

will have to reach over your range or a work
center.

Lay this sketch down on a table with the botArrange the
saucepans and skillets (upside down) within the
boundaries of the cabinet in such a way that you
could easily place and remove them. Objects that
must be grasped by the handles and the heavier

tom of the cabinet toward you.

ones should be placed in the lower part of the
cabinet. Those that can be grasped on the sides
and bottom can be placed higher, but watch out
for the dotted line that tells you how high you
can reach easily!

If you plan to use hook strips, the tops of
the handles must be in rows. Ideally, however,
the whole back of the cabinet will be thick enough

for hooks, for you can store more utensils in a
given space if you are not limited in placing them.

Furthermore, as time goes on you may want to
change the positions of the hooks as you discard
and replace utensils.

If the available space is not sufficient for the
utensils you want to hang, see if you can transfer
the extra ones to another cabinet. If you prefer
making the cabinet larger (and your floor space
permits) then rearrange the utensils, letting your
arrangement spread over the edge of the cabinet
drawing. After the new arrangement is complete
draw a new side for the cabinet and make note of
the amount you have added to the cabinet width.

When you have what appears to be a good
arrangement, draw around the utensils and write
in their names, remove them and tack the sketch
to the wall in the position the cabinet will have.
Then go through the motions of hanging the various utensils in the places allotted to them. You
may find some readjustment necessary.

Base cabinets
The storage space in a base cabinet can be

utilized by means of shelves, pull-out trays,
drawers, or vertical pull-out storage racks. These
methods can be used singly or combined. The
resulting cabinet types are illustrated by Figures
3 and 6. Pull-out boards are often included with
the drawers, as shown by Figure 4.

First make a tentative decision as to the type
most desirable for each of your base cabinets.
That depends, of course, on the articles you have
to store and the relative importance of supplying
convenient storage and of economy in construction costs. Generally speaking, trays, drawers
and vertical pull-outs are more convenient than
shelves, provided they move easily when loaded,
but they are more expensive than shelves.
If the articles you have assigned to a particular cabinet require more than one mode of stor-

age (as drawers and shelves), you will need to
choose whether to divide the space vertically (one
section with drawers only, the other with shelves

only) or horizontally (as in Types Dl and D2,
Figure 3).
If you decide on a combination (Type D or

E, Figure 3) then you have the problem of
whether to place the drawer at the top or the

bottom of the cabinet. Base your decision on
the relative importance of having the articles in
each space stored conveniently. Usually the
drawer is placed at the top because it is needed
for small, frequently used tools.
Base cabinet space is usually limited in height
and depth by factors that you cannot change. The
height of the top will be that required for its use
as a work surface, The depth should usually be
that of the adjacent equipment. Hence, in plan-

ning each base cabinet your first step is to find
out how much storage space (vertically and in
depth) you can count on.
This space depends, of course, on how much

space is taken up by the construction itself. If
your cabinets are to be built to order you can get
that information from your architect or builder.

If ready-built cabinets are to be installed and
your problem is that of choice you may be able
to get the desired information from a catalog put

A SHELVES

C. VERTICAL PULLOUT

B. DRAWERS

RACKS

I. DRAWER AT TOP

2. DRAWER AT BOTTOM

I. DRAWER AT TOP

D DRAWER AND SHELVES

2. DRAWER AT BOTTOM

E. DRAWER AND VERTICAL
PULLOUT RACKS

Figure 3. Variations in use of space in base cabinets.

I
A.

Pastry board used on top

B.

of work table.

Pastry board set at height
for use in place.

C.

A lap board encourages
the homemaker to sit while
doing certain tasks.

t
,

,

D.

E.
A step board adds 12"
to the reachable height
ofa wall cabinet.

Boards are needed for slicing
vegetables, meat, and bread.

F.

Figure 4. Placement and use of pull-out boards.
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Hardwood board for food grinder.
Wedges when pulled out 10".
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out by the company whose cabinets are to be installed. In the succeeding sections information
is given upon which estimates can be made of the
usable storage space in base cabinets of the vari-

used articles only in the front row unless you

ous types.

allow for its thickness and that of its support
(usually " for each one). After these allow-

question is "Will the vertical space available in
the cabinet permit that many shelves ?" To answer this question, measure the tallest item assigned to each shelf and allow a margin above it.
Add these amounts and compare your result with
the data in Table 1 (altered if necessary). Suppose, for example, you are planning the use of
storage in a cabinet 36:inches high, and you find
that you need three shelves and that the heights

ances are made, calculate the space you have left
below the pull-out board. Generally speaking it

above the shelves total 261 inches. Your plan will
work, for you have about an inch to Spare. But

is better to install work boards in the cabinets
with drawers, rather than those that are planned
to have shelves or trays.

suppose you need four shelves and the heights
total 29 inches. That is 2 inches more than your
cabinet will provide. Try regrouping the utensils

A pull-out board can be installed in a slot in
the apron just beneath the work counter. If
that position is satisfactory then no construction
allowance needs to be made for it. But if that
position is too high for a particular pull-out board
(a lapboard, for example) then you will have to

BASE CABINETS WITH SHELVES OR PULL-OUT
TRAYS:

Table 1 gives the amount of available storage
space in relation to a specific set of construction
allowances. Alter these figures if the construction allowances used by your builder differ from
those given in footnote 1.
Table 1. SUM OF CLEARANCES OvEL SHELVES IN A BASE
CABINET, IN RELATION TO NUMBER OF SHELVES.'

Over-all
height of
cabinet

28 inches

32 inches...
36 inches...
38' inches --

Sum of clearances over shelves in cabinet
of specified number of shelf spaces'
1

2

3

space

spaces

spaces

4
spaces

spaces

Inches

Inches

Inches

Inches

Inches

211
251
291
311

201
241
281

19*

19

18

23*
27*
301

23
27
291

221
261
281

31

5

'Assumed construction: top of cabinet to top of upper shelf
space, 2* inches; height of toe space, 3* inches; thickness of
shelves and base - inch.
'Base counted as shelf.

are planning to have pull-out shelves.
After you have all of the utensils placed you
will know how many shelves you need. The next

to see whether you can save a little in the sum of

heights, or transfer a few of the tallest objects
to another cabinet. If you can do neither you
will have to decide on three shelves instead of
four.

If you are planning to store material that can

go into shelf spaces of about the same height,
you may want to find out how many shelf spaces
of minimum height your cabinet will provide. To
do so, first determine this minimum shelf height,
add to it the thickness of the shelf and divide the
sum into the height of the compartment. For
example, suppose you want to store as many linens
as possible in a cabinet 36 inches high and have
found that the minimum height of shelf space can
be 3 inches and the shelf thickness inch. The
number of shelf spaces equals 291 divided by 31,
or 8 shelf spaces with 11 inches left over.
After you have made all of the decisions re-

quired, make a sketch of the cabinet for your
architect or builder and enter the dimensions you
have determined.
BASE CABINETS WITH DRAWERS:

Here is the procedure for determining the

In considering whether a base cabinet with

size needed and the placement of shelves.

drawers will be satisfactory for the materials you

First draw a sketch that represents the face
of the cabinet. Draw lines at top, bottom and

wish to store there, you must find out the net

sides that indicate construction allowances.
If you plan to store articles that vary in height,
such as cooking utensils, prepare some pieces of

paper representing the actual inside size of the
shelves (the base of the cabinet is counted as a
shelf). Lay these pieces of paper on your
kitchen table or counter and place your utensils
on them, grouping the utensils as to similarity
in height. Remember to allow clearance around
each article. Remember also to put frequently

amount of storage space available. Table 2 contains information which you can use as the basis

for your calculation of the vertical space if you
do not plan to have a pull-out work board in the
tier, Table 3, if you plan to have one board, and
Table 4, if you plan to have boards both for work
done standing and for that done seated. These
tables give figures that apply to a specific type of
construction; be sure to modify them if the construction allowances that are to be used in building your cabinets differ from these.
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Table 2.

SUM OF OVER-ALL DRAWER HEIGHTS WHEN
THERE Is No PULL-OUT BOARD IN THE TIER.1

Sum of over-all heights in relation to
number in tier
Height of

3

4

5

Inches

Inches

Inches

Inches

Inches

214
254
294

204
244
284
304

194

234
274
294

184
224

SUM OF OVER-ALL DRAWER HEIGHTS WHEN
THERE Is Bo'rH A PASTRY BOARD AND A LAP
BOARD IN THE TIER.'

Sum of over-all drawer
heights in relation to
number of drawers in tier

drawer drawers drawers drawers drawers

cabinet

28 inches
32 inches
36 inches

2

1

Table 4.

--

Inches

254
384 inches
29
314
284
1Assumed construction: top of cabinet to op of first opening,
24 inches; height of toe space, 34 inches; thickness of sides,
shelves and dividers, 4 inch; width of facing, 14 incises; difference
between inside and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch. Allowance
for play of drawer, 4 inëh.
--

264

2

3

Inches

Inches

drawer drawers drawers

Space

Between pastry board 334
inches and lapboard 24
inches

Below lapboard 24 inches

7

64

18

174

164

'For assumed construction see Table 2, footnote 1.

If you have a pull-out board in the tier for
work done while standing, the space above it is
not likely to be sufficient for a drawer, so it is
only the storage space below the board that you
can count on. Over a writing board you can have

one shallow drawer and over a lap board one or
two drawers. The information in Table 3 will

afford a basis for your calculation of the net
storage space in your cabinet.

If you are planning to have two pull-out
boards in the tier of drawers (one for standing
work, the other for work done seated) then you
need information as to the space available for
drawers between the two boards as well as below
the lap board. Consult Table 4.

The net amount of width may be calculated
from the data in Table 5. These data apply to
the type of cabinet which has one or more tiers
of drawers as shown in Figure 3, Type B. The

figures will help to decide whether to have one or
more tiers of drawers in your cabinet, as well as
to calculate the over-all widths of the drawers.
For example, suppose your floor plan sketch

shows a cabinet 36 inches wide that

is

to be

equipped with drawers. If you find that two
tiers of 12-inch drawers will accommodate the
materials to be stored, the cabinet needs to be only
about 30 inches wide, or 6 inches less than the
space allowed for it. To take another case, suppose your problem is to decide whether to have

two tiers or three tiers in a cabinet 36 inches
wide. If two tiers are planned they would be
almost sixteen inches wide but if three tiers are
planned they would be only about ten inches wide.

By measuring the materials to be stored in these
drawers you can decide which arrangement would
be the better for you.

Table 3. SUM OF OVER-ALL DRAWER HEIGHTS WHEN THERE Is A PASTRY BoARD, A WRITING BOARD, OR A LAP
BOARD IN THE TIER.'

Sum of over-all drawer heights in relation to
number of drawers in tier
Below board

Above board
2

Use and height of board2 and height of cabinet

1

Pastry board, 33 1/2 inches
36 inches

384 inches

Lap board, 24 inches
32 inches
36 inches
384 inches

3

4

264
264

254
254

244
244

22
22

214
214

204
204

194
198

18
18
18

174
174

16*
164
16*

384 inches

Writing board, 28 inches
36 inches

2

drawer drawers drawer drawers drawers drawers
Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches

44
74

44
84
114

73
104

174

'For assumed construction see Table 2, footnote I.
°In planning the use of stock (ready-built) drawers the over.all height of the cabinet or the height of the board may in some cases
need to he altered a fraction of an inch to make this possible. However 36-inch cabinets must be exact in over-all height because they
are customarily used in ensemble with range, cabinet sink, or other purccsased equipment.
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able drawer space above and below it. This bul-

letin can be borrowed in Oregon from your

Taflnss 0/ 000,re.-w

Suppo.,t 0/ 2/0,

county home demonstration agent.
Now you are ready to consider how you will
use the available storage space. Remember that
the inside height of a drawer may be as much as
one inch less than the over-all height. Remember
also to allow clearances over articles stored. It
is so easy for things to get caught when a drawer
is shut quickly.
The section on Recommendations for Kitchen
Planning includes the over-all heights of drawers
intended for certain purposes. Also included are

wcU,0,oTp.
C,

some patterns for base cabinets with drawers.

One of these patterns may suit you without
If you need to alter the chosen pattern
remember that if you make some drawers deeper
you must make others shallower, for the sum of
change.
I.

Sppo,T 0/ 6,0:,,
So $

OREGON STATE COLLEGE
IS

ANT HOME

the original pattern.

RITCHEN CABINET PATTERNS

CORVALLIS. OREGON
RESEARCH

the drawer heights must remain the same as in
JOLT

AGRICULTURE
ECONOMICS

After you have decided how to utilize the

IRAN

OEPT5. OF OUR. (50/ & HOME (CON.
OREGON OCR. EXPERIMENT
STATION

Figure

5.
Vertical construction allowances in cabinet with drawers and pull-

out boards.
Table 5.

Over-all
width of
cabinet

21 inches
28 inches
30 inches
32 inches
36 inches

OVER-ALL WIDTH OF DRAWERS IN CJVBINET
WITH SPECIFIED NUMBER OF Tiuts.1

Approximate over-all
width of drawers in
relation to number
of tiers2

of this type, suited respectively to utensils or
supplies requiring shelf space, utensils that are

2 tiers

3 tiers

2 tiers

3 tiers

Inches

Inches

Inches

Inches

8
11

12
13

157

161
71
77
8
97

BASE CABINETS WITH VERTICAL PULL-OUT RACKS:

One way to utilize the storage space in a base
cabinet is to divide the space vertically (Figure 3,
Type C) and install racks that are built for specific purposes. Figure 6 shows three variations

1 tier
171

struction (as lining for flour drawer) but he
must have dimensions.

Sum of over-all
widths of
drawers in relation to number
of tiers

Inches
241
261
281
327

available space, complete your sketch, entering
dimensions and uses of drawers. Then make a
copy of it for your architect or builder. He is
concerned with the use you propose to make of
the drawers only when they involve special con-

237
257
271

21
23
25

311

29

2Assumed Construction: thickness of sides, shelves and dividers,
1 inch; width of facing 1 inches. Allowance for play of drawer,
inch.

2Assumes tiers to be of same width if more than one tier in

cabinet.

hung, and dish towels.
Use the following method of determining the
height of the available storage space: Determine
the construction allowances for: (1) distance

from top of cabinet to bottom of apron, (2) top
of base to floor. Add these two figures and subtract the sum from the over-all height of the cabi-

This gives you the over-all height of the
To determine the width of the
available storage space, add the widths of the

net.

Draw a sketch that represents the face of the
Draw lines on your sketch that show

cabinet.

the top, bottom, and side construction allowances.

Then locate the pull-out board or boards if you
are planning to have them. Also on the sketch,
copy the figures (modified if necessary) that show
the net space available for storage.

If you want to include a step board, consult
Bulletin 446, Oregon Agricultural Experiment
Station, Patterns for Kitchen Cabinets, page 26,
for information on which to calculate the avail-

pull-out rack.

facing strips and subtract the sum from the overall width of the cabinet.
Draw a sketch of the face of the cabinet and
draw lines to indicate the construction allowances.
After you have decided how to utilize the avail-

able storage space enter the measurements on
your sketch.

If you are planning a rack with shelves as il-

lustrated by Figure 6, Type A, cut pieces of
paper the width and depth of the available space.

18
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Arrange your utensils and supplies as suggested
for base cabinets with shelves and determine the
number of shelves, the distances between them
and the minimum over-all width of the rack. Remember to allow clearances for handling contents,
also thickness of materials used in the rack itself.

If you are planning a rack for hanging utensils, cut pieces of paper the height and depth of

this space and arrange the utensils with handle
holes in a row at the top.

After you have decided how to utilize the
storage space, complete your sketch entering dimensions and proposed use. Then make a copy
for your architect or builder showing the dimensions needed for designing the cabinet so as to
meet your requirements.

Figure 6. Pull-out racks: Type A, equipped with shelves. Type B, panel with hooks on both sides.
Type C, drawer with only one side, for hanging utensils. Type D, towel rods. Any of these racks may

rest on the floor of the room (as illustrated by A and D) or rest on the base of the cabinet (as illustrated by B and C).

A GUIDE FOR THE KITCHEN PLANNER

Floor-to-ceiling cabinets
A floor-to-ceiling cabinet does not provide any

work surface and it is usually the same depth
from top to bottom. Floor-to-ceiling cabinets are

needed for storing long articles such as brooms
and ironing boards. They are also useful supplements to the wall and base cabinets in kitchens
where an unusual amount of material needs to be
stored. Floor-to-ceiling cabinets are relatively
inexpensive, both in construction cost and the
floor area required to provide a given amount of
storage space. Hence they are useful for iowcost dwellings.

Draw a sketch of the face of the cabinet and
draw lines to indicate construction allowances at
bottom and sides. By means of a dotted line locate the highest point you can reach easily. Also
locate by means of dotted lines the section of the
cabinet that is easiest to reach. The bottom of
this easiest-to-reach section is about on a level

with your waistline and the top of it with your
shoulder.

If you plan to store a portable ironing board
or a set of table leaves in the compartment, place
it first and provide some means of holding it in
place. Then plan the storage of the items requiring shelf or hanging space.

In planning shelves or trays follow suggestions for wall cabinets with shelves. If you are
planning to hang utensils or cleaning equipment
start with full-size pieces of paper representing
the back and sides, and proceed as described for
Wall Cabinets for Hanging Utensils.
For more detailed information on the planning
of floor-to-ceiling cabinets consult pages 70 to 75,
Bulletin 446, Oregon Agricultural Experiment
Station, Patterns for Kitchen Cabinets, which can
be borrowed in Oregon from your home demonstration agent.

Dividers for drawers and shelf spaces
PAN FILES:

You will probably need at least two pan and
flat-dish files in your kitchen. Make a pattern for
each one.
Follow this procedure in making each pattern:
Start with a piece of paper of the maximum
size it is possible for the file to be.

Decide how you can use the space most
economically.

The width of each section will be
that of the over-all height of the article plus an
allowance for sliding it in and out.
Ideally, only one article will be assigned to a
given space except when they are placed or re-
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moved at the same time (as a set of layer-cake
pans). But variations in the width of slots in a
specific cabinet should be few in number and
differences in width should be large enough to be
readily detected. Otherwise the slot section of
the cabinet will not be easy to keep in order.
Mark the position of the dividers, allowing

for the thickness of the material used (usually
inch).

Measure the height of the tallest article
and add one inch for clearance. This sum is the
inside height of the slots.
Make a sketch for your own use and enter

Write in each section the name of
the article you expect to store there. Make a
dimensions.

copy for your architect or builder that shows the
dimensions.
SECTIONED DRAWERS:

You will need sectioned drawers for small
utensils near each of the work centers. Prefer-

ably the sectioning will be done by means of
removable insets. Make a pattern for each one.
Here are the steps to follow in making patterns for sectioned drawers and drawer insets:
Cut a piece of paper the size of the inside
of the drawer and place it on table with the front
edge toward you.

Arrange the articles you want to store in
the drawer, placing the frequently used articles in
the front row.
After you have a satisfactory arrangement,
draw lines between each two articles or groups of
articles.

Remove the articles, and write the name of
each article or group in the space planned for it.
Make a copy of the sketch for your architect or builder, entering the dimensions but not
the names of the articles.

The final decision to be made
QUESTION EIGHT: How high should the wall
cabinets and straight-front cabinets be made?
If they extend to the ceiling, will the upper
parts have separate doors?
These questions are easy to answer. Did your
answers to Questions Five and Six indicate that
you need to use the out-of-reach storage space?
If not, then you can base your decision on considerations of appearance and of economy in cost of
construction. Just remember, though, that the

family who buys the house from you may have
more things to store than you do and the homemaker maybe able to reach higher than you can.

20
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Making the plan work
How can you make sure the kitchen will be

plans and use them as guides in getting settled

used as you have planned? Here are four things
to do:

using storage cabinets as planned. Let the f amily members help make the plan and help to put
things away the first time.
Watch yourself and the rest of the family
until you get used to the new kitchen organization. Soon the pattern will become so familiar

Plan kitchen arrangements that are as
In spite of your best
efforts to allow for future changes in kitchen
easily altered as possible.

work or storage needs, you cannot foresee all developments.

in the new kitchen.

Insure cooperation from your family in

that it will be easier to put things where they

Be sure to keep your copies of the kitchen

belong than not to do so.

Appendix 1. KITCHEN PLANNING REMINDER LIST.
Function

Preparation and service of food

Materials stored1

Activities1

Handle incoming supplies

Wash foods
Handle foods after washing
Pare fruits and vegetables
Slice vegetables
Do mixing, beating
Do rolling, kneading
Use grinders, parers, etc.
Slice meat

Do short-time food preparation
near range
Make salads

Extract juice, open cans (equipment attached to wall)
Slice bread, cake

Dish up hot foods

Dish up cold foods
Serve indoor family meals
Serve indoor company meals
Serve meals to children
Assemble food and dishes for
outdoor meals
Put up lunches
Rearrange contents of refrigerator
Rearrange contents of cooler

Si Long-keeping fruits and vegetables

S2 Opened food packages kept at
room temperature
S3 Opened food packages kept in
cooler

Staples not used from packages
Unopened cans and packages
So. Bread
Cake
Cookies.

Kettles, saucepans

Sb. Colanders, strainers
Sil. Grinders

Juicer, can opener (used on wall)
Skillets, griddles
Beverage makers
SIS. Mixing bowls

Sb. Baking utensils

Knives, other small utensils
Measures
Utensils used in preparing baby's
food

Dishes used in family meal service indoors
S21 Dishes used for company meals
indoors

Dishes used for outdoor meals
Large platters, trays, flat utensils
Empty food containers until
taken to Store room
Storage containers not in use
Table silver
Electrical cooking appliances
Table cloths, table mats
Napkins
Lunch and picnic supplies
Lunch and picnic equipment
Recipes

Garbage container

Extra table leaves
Fuel for kitchen stove
Dishwashing

Scrape and stack soiled dishes
Wash dishes
Handle dishes after
washing
Clean silver

Dish pans
Drainer
Minor equipment
Supplies

Dish towels, dish cloths (supply)

Dish towels in use

Appendix 1 (Continued). KITCHEN PLAINING REMINDER LIST.
Function

Food preservation

Activities1

Materials stored1

27. Wash food
28. Wash jars and utensils
29. Handle equipment before and
after washing
30. Prepare fruits and vegetables
31. Fill containers
32. Cut up meat
33. Use meat grinder, lard press, etc.
34. Arrange flowers

S42. Canning equipment
S43. Drying equipment
S44. Curing equipment
S45. Left-over supplies

Farm and home business

35. Write letters, keep records
36. Use telephone
37. Post messages on board

S47. Bills, receipts, letters
S48. Account and record books
S49. Catalogs
S50. Instruction books and bulletins
S51. Supply of stationery

Laundry

38. Dampen unironed clothes
39. Fold and stack clothes

S52. Washing equipment
S53. Washing supplies
S54. Ironing boards
S55. Ironer
S56. Iron
S57. Pressing cloths
S58. Unironed clean clothes
S59. Ironed garments until put away

Flower arrangement

S46. Flower containers, holders

-on hangers

S60. Ironed garments until put away

-folded

Sewing, mending

40. Cut out garments
41. Baste and pin garments

S61. Folded cutting table
S62. Sewing machine
S63. Yard goods
SM. Findings and minor equipment
S65. Mending scraps
S66. Articles to be mended
S67. Articles in process of making

Rest, recreation

42. Place radio for use while working

S68. Radio receiver
S69. Magazines
S70. Newspapers

Care of child

43. Bathe baby
44. Change baby
45. Let child play

S71. Baby clothes
S72. Equipment used in care of child
S73. Play materials

Personal-

46. Wash hands
47. Use toilet articles
48. Reach high shelves

S74. Towels on rack
S75. Paper toweling in holder
S76. Clean towels (supply)
S77. Toilet articles
S78. Aprons in use
S79. Clean aprons
S80. Step stool
S81. Toilet articles
S82. Hand towels in use
S83. Clean towels (supply)
S84. First Aid equipment
S85. Coats, sweaters
S86. Caps, gloves
S87. Boots, galoshes
S88. Equipment used in cleaning

Kitchen worker

49. Sit at work

PersonalFamily

50. Wash face and hands
51. Use toilet articles
52. Put on and remove outer clothing

Cleaning

kitchen
S89. Supplies used in cleaning
kitchen
S90. Equipment used in cleaning other

parts of house

S91. Supplies used in cleaning other
parts of house
S92. Waste basket
S93. Tools
S94. Clean rags
1ltems are numbered for convenience in indicating the proposed functions of areas in making kitchen cabinet plans. Activities
are assigned numbers without prefix. Materials stored are indicated by numbers preceded by S."
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Appendix 2.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR KITCHEN
PLANNING

Kitchen organization and management

Provisions for physical requirements
Because kitchen cabinets last indefinitely and are expensive to remodel, it is good policy to give careful con-

sideration to the physical requirements of the worker

The modern kitchen is organized on the work center
principle as nearly as space and cost limitations permit.
Ideally the work surfaces at each center will be adequate
for the tasks done there, and the equipment and supplies
used in connection with each task will be stored within
easy reach of the work surface.
In planning the kitchen it is important for efficiency

as well as cost to aim at the minimum adequate total

amount of cabinet work surface.
Considerations involved in determining the minimum
dimensions of a work surface are:
The counter space needed for the convenient as-

sembly of the tools and supplies used in connection with the work done there.

The width of the space required by the worker.
The following rule is useful in developing a stepsaving kitchen plan: "Arrange the kitchen so that the
sum of the distances between range, sink, and meal table
(or dining room door) is as small as possible."

not only the present requirements of the woman for whom

the installation is planned, but also changes in her requirements as time goes on and the possibility of a
change in occupancy.

The kitchen installation should make it possible for
the worker to maintain a healthful and comfortable posture and to work efficiently with the minimum of discomfort and fatigue. For the average woman this implies that:
Work surfaces should not be so low as to require
stooping for more than brief periods, nor should

they be so high as to require the arms to be held
away from the body.
Heavy articles should be stored as nearly as pos-

sible on a level with the surface where they are
used, but not higher than this surface.

Articles in frequent use should be stored within
reach of the worker as she stands on the floor.

1ij1(

A.

MIXING CENTER.
Counter 36" high. Pull-out
board 32" high.

B.

ltE

MIXING CENTER with work
surface lower than that of adjacent cabinet. Packaged foods are
stored in wall cabinets. Flour,
sugar, small utensils, and baking
pans are kept in drawers below
mixing table. Mixing bowls are
stored in base cabinet at left of

C.

DRAFT COOLER
adjacent to mixing

sink.

center. Perforated
shelves in upper

part of cooler, baskets for potatoes,
etc., in lower part.

Electric mixer

swings out over
mixing table for
use.

D.

E.
Kettles stored
in base cabinet at left of sink.
Small utensils kept in drawer at
right (not shown). Space under
SINK CENTER.

sink is used for dish towel racks
and for storage of dishwashing
Clearsupplies and equipment.

ance over sink bowl, 26", over adjacent counter, 12".

SERVING CENTER used for
company meals. Drawers are
dimensioned for table linen and
Wall cabinet is
flat silver.
planned for china and glass for
table seatin 12 persons. Adjoining cabinet accommodates
table leaves, candles, table ornaments, and flower containers.

Figure 7. Kitchen work centers.

F.

RANGE CENTER. Cabinet at
left of range is planned for
storing small utensils (in
drawer) and skillets. Heat
outlet below skillet cabinet.
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There should be room for the toes under the edge
of the cabinet used by the standing worker, and

for thighs and extended feet under that used by

ered for all members of the family.

Some important
provisions are these:
Facilities for reaching the upper part of wall cabi-

the seated worker.
Lateral spaces should be sufficient for arm movements required for the various kitchen tasks.
Facilities for doing work while seated should be a
part of every kitchen installation, to make it possible to save energy while doing time-consuming

nets (as step stool or step board) should be con-

periods when the homemaker finds it fatiguing to
stand. This height should be as low as clearance
over thighs will permit, in order that the arms of
the worker will need to be raised as little as pos-

of lower cabinet or equipment more than two

veniently located and safe to use.

Counter overhang should be kept to a minimum.
Usually no overhang is needed at the sides, and one

inch is sufficient to cover the projection of knobs
and drawer pulls.
Door of upper vabinet should not extend over edge

tasks, and to make kitchen work easier during

sible.

Consideration should be given to the requirements
of left-handed as well as right-handed workers.
Safeguards against physical injury should be consid-

inches, unless the former is so located that its door
may stand open when desired.
The design of a tilt bin should be of the type that
insures balance regardless of weight of contents.
The dimension standards for passages and places to
stand while at work are given in Table 6 and illustrated
by Figure 8.

Table 6. DIMENSION STANDARDS FOR KITCHEN FROM STANDPOINT OF WORKER'S REQUIREMENTS AND OPERATION OF
EQUIPMENT.1

Item

Minimum front-to-back measure of space for worker

Before work counter or pull-out board used in place

Before storage cabinet with shelves
Before drawer (drawer extension 18 inches; standing room 21 inches)
Minimum side-to-side measure of space for worker
Space to stand (elbow height)
Distance from side of sink bowl to turn in counter
Table space for seated worker

Dimension

Inches
27
24
39
30
18

24

iVfinimum space between fixed equipment

Side of cabinet and side of wood or coal range
Side of cabinet and side of electric or gas range
Side of cabinet and side of refrigerator
Front of sink bowl and front of range
Front of sink bowl and side of range
Front of sink counter, draft cooler, or floor-to-ceiling cabinet, and front of range
Front of cabinet and front of refrigerator
Fronts of two parts of equipment likely to be used b.y two workers at same time

6 or 152
1

42
36
36

ildinimuin clearance of door swing over width of door

36
48
2

Moximuin out swing of door of wall cabinet over edge of work counter below
Front-to-back measure of space occupied by drawer or pull-out board when extended

2
18

]ilmimum width of nuijor passage
Between fixed or hard-to-move objects
Between objects if one or both readily movable
Minimum widths of other passages
Between object of less than elbow height (unless readily moved) and wall or high object
Between two objects of less than elbow height
Minimum space around meal table
Between end of table and side of range, if table extended
Between end of table and side of range, if table not extended
Back of occupied chair and side of range
Back of occupied chair and front of range
Minimum space for washing operation
Width
Depth
Minimum space around sewing mashine

30
24
21
18

18

24
18

24
84
72

Left end
Right end
Back

Front
Minimum space around ironing board
Open end
Back

2

27
6
6

Front
27
1Bulietin 345, Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station, Standards for Working Surface Heights, and unpublished results of
studies of space required for operation of equipment.
2Fifteen inches at one side or tile other is needed to give acce ss to back of range for cleaning.

WORK COUNTER

CABINET
Drawer
extension ar

pullout

STANDING
STANDING

I

ROOM

I"

I8

I

board

ROOM

SINK

of sink bowl to turn
in counter.

I

.1.

room

l5tandmn9

CABINET

18H
Distance from side

39..

I2

REFRIGERATOR

r6
__J

Minimum space between
front of sink and side
of range.

Minimum space between
cabinet and refrigerator.

I5

WOOD OR COAL
RANGE

(Side measurements may alternate)
RANGE

36
SINK
ELECTRIC OR GAS

CABINET

RANGE

Minimum space between
fronts of sink and
range.

Minimum space between sides of range and
cabinet.
RANGE

42

CHAIR
(occu pied)

Minimum space between bock of
occupied choir and side of range.
RANGE

CABINET
WORK COUNTER

Minimum space between
CUPBOARD
WOR K

CHAIR
(occupied)

fronts of cabinet and
refrigerator or range.
24

RANGE

36

SURFACE

Minimum space between

Masirnum outiwing of door of wall
cabinet over edge of work

Distance between fronts of
two parts of equipment

likely to be used by two

bock of occupied chair
and front of range.

workers at same time.

REFRIG. OR RANGE

Counter.

48

WORK COUNTER
1

6!.(

24
TABLE

IRONING BOARD

Minimum length of
3O

27

Minimum passage
between two fixed
objects.

RESEARCH

IN

AGRICULTURE

AND HOME ECONOMICS

table space to
seated worker

Minimum space around portable
board in position for ironing.
-J

OREGON STATE COLLEGE

PLANNING KITCHEN CABINETS
JULY 1946

CORVALLIS, OREGON

DEPTS OF AUR ENS & HOME ECON
OREGON ASH

EXPERIMENT STATION

Figure 8. Minimum dimensions of floor space in front and at sides of equipment.
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Kitchen Work Surfaces

CLEARANCE UNDER WORK SURFACE:

DIMENSIONS OF WORK SURFACES

To provide space for the seated worker's feet and
legs the open space under a table should be at least 18
inches wide and 16 inches deep. The top of the open
space should be at least 25 inches from the floor or foot

Width (side-to-side measure) of work surface
Surface at each side of sink, 36 inches

Surface at side of stove (unless part of range),
21 inches

Pastry board, bread board, 18 to 22 inches
Cutting boards, 14 inches
Writing board, 24 inches
Lap board, 14 to 30 inches
Food grinder board, 4 to 9 inches
Mixing table, 28 inches (36 inches if mixing table is
not continuous with other surfaces)
Planning desk, 28 inches

Height of work surface
Floor of sink, 32 inches
Mixing table, 32 inches

Surface at side of rangesame height as range surface
Kitchen planning desk, 28 inches
Pastry board, 33 inches
Writing board, 28 inches
Lap board, 24 to 26 inches

Storage facilities
GROUPING OF STORED ARTICLES; USE OF STORAGE SPACE:

Group articles as to (a) place of use, (b) frequency
of use, (c) weight, (d) height, and (e) whether
vision is needed for placement or removal.
Store together the cooking equipment and food supplies for which room temperature is satisfactory, if
they are used at the same Center and if they require
the same method of storage (shelf, drawer, or hook).
Keep together parts of a piece of equipment, as meat
grinder.

Nest or stack frequently used articles (as plates or
bowls) only when duplicates or when used at one
time (as serving dishes usually used for the same
meal).
S. Stack plates by sizes. Limit stacks of cups to two.

Do not stack glasses; if they flare at the top invert

Food chopper board, 32 to 36 inches

every other one.

CLEARANCE OVER WORK SURFACE:

The distance between wall and base cabinets should
be kept to the minimum in order to provide the maximum

amount of readily accessible storage space in the upper
cabinet. No single figure can be recommended for minimum clearance; it varies from 12 to 26 inches in relation
to uses of surface, height of surface, difference in depths
of wall and base cabinets and importance of uniformity
in the kitchen assembly.

A.

rest.

Store dishes or piles of dishes in a single row on a
shelf, except when there are duplicates; for example,
cups, goblets, or piles of plates of the same size and
shape.

Store packaged supplies in single rows with narrower
dimension parallel to the edge of the shelf.
Store kettles, skillets, and mixing bowls so that any
article can be removed or replaced without displacing
another.

Height of sink rim 38 inches.

B.

Above and left, good posture for
handling dishes on sink counter

C.

and in sink bowl.

D.

Height of surface 36".

E.

Position of left arm is poor.

Height of surface 32".

Natural

position for upper arm while
kneading dough.

F.

Height of surface 32".
of left srm is good.

Position

Cutting on pull-out board set in
apron under counter 38k" high.

Figure 9. Heights of work surfaces for the average woman.
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Store the most frequently used articles in the part of
the cabinet that is easiest to reach.
Store heavy articles at or below the level of the
work surface where used..

drawer depends upon whether the utensils are held
firmly in position or whether they may shift with
the movement of the drawer. If the former, 1 inch
is sufficient. Clearance for utensils that shift varies

Hang frequently used utensils on the sides of the

with the shape of the utensil.

cabinet (rather than on back).
Hang heavy utensils (as cast iron skillet) not higher
than 42 inches from floor of room.
Hang frequently used utensils between 36 inches and

64 inches from floor of room when the holes for

hanging are small or must be guided over a hook.
Provide arrangement for hanging dish towels where
they will dry by the next meal time.

Provide for the storage of the electric mixer in a
place where itcan be used without lifting.
CLEARANCES AROUND STORED ARTICLES:

Width of shelf. If articles stored are rigid or fragile

(as dishes), allow at least 1 inch over the front-toback over-all measure of the widest article assigned
to the shelf. Allow inch for nonrigid articles such.
as supplies in paper packages.
Length of shelf space. If article stored is not rigid

and if:it can be grasped at the top or in front (for
example, packaged foods), an allowance of iç inch
between items is adequate. If the article is rigid but
can be grasped at the top or in front (for example,
pitcher), inch per item is sufficient unless the article
is large or unwieldy. If the object stored requires
the use of both hands (for example, stack of dishes),
allow 1 inch per item.
Inside width of drawer. See above, length of shelf
space.

Width of door opening. The standard for the minimum width of an opening depends upon the width of
the largest article likely to be stored behind it
(measured in position as stored) plus the allowance
required for hand action in placement or removal.
Distance between shelves. A minimum vertical clearance of 1 inch over an object is adequate. This
measure must be added, however, to the over-all
measure of the stored article, taken at the point
where it is greatest when the object is being placed

or removed, rather than when it is in place on a
shelf. If a shelf is located about 42 inches from
the floor (elbow height for the average woman) no
allowance need be made for tipping the object in

getting it into place, but for lower and higher shelves
it is important to take this matter into account. Ex-

treme cases may be illustrated by the baking sheet
stored in a vertical slot on a high shelf just within
reach and the saucepan stored on the lowest shelf
of a base cabinet.
Another special consideration in determining vertical clearances applies to stacks of nested dishes or

Here the problem is to allow for the safe
removal of an object from the stack. The clearance
over the over-all height of the stack needs to be the

utensils.

height of one item (as cup or saucer) plus 1 inch.
This measure can be reduced by 1 inch if the shelf
above the stack is not full width, permitting the

withdrawal of the top article in a diagonal direction.
Inside height of drawer. The minimum desirable
clearance over materials stored in a drawer depends
on whether the contents tend to pile up with drawer
movement. Minimum clearances for bulk food materials (for example flour) vary from 1 to 2 inches.
Minimum clearance over utensils stored in a

Measurements will be taken with the utensil or

utensils in the position they may be expected to have
in the drawer. Take the measure where it might be
greatest, that is, allow for possible carelessness in
placement of contents. This consideration is especially important in determining the depth of a
drawer for small utensils and tools.
Width of slot. Allow I to 1 inch margin over width
of contents. If, however, in the removal of contents
the hand enters the slot, its minimum desirable width
is 21 inches.

Height of slot in sectioned drawer or drawer inset.

For food materials the edges of dividers should come
within

inch of the level of the drawer's edges.

For utensils lying flat in a drawer, the height of the
inset should be as small as possible. Usually 11
inches is satisfactory. For utensils stored on edge
the divider should be about 6 inches high.
Hanging space. When utensils are hung, a minimum
distance of 11 inches is recommended between tip of
utensil handle and shelf or utensil above it. The
minimum recommended distance between

utensils

hung back-to-back or between back of utensil and
opposite wall is 4 inches.
MINIMUM WIDTH OF SHELVES:

Baking utensils
Beverage makers; foods used at stove
Bowls, measures, and tools used at
mixing table
Canning equipment
Cleaning supplies, sink center

13 inches
71 inches

14 inches
17 inches
141 inches

Containerscapacity 10 pounds
Containerscapacity 25 pounds
Containerscapacity 50 pounds
Dishes used in family meal service

16 inches

Electrical appliances used at meal table
Foods assigned to draft cooler
Kettles, saucepans, etc.
Packaged foods used in cooked dishes
Ready-to-serve foods

16 inches

Skillets

Trays, large platters
Utensils used at sink

9 inches
11

inches

111 inches
11 inches
81 inches
71 inches

10 inches
20 inches
131 inches

16 inches

OVER-ALL HEIGHTS OF DRAWERS:

7 inches
Spices, to 8 ounces
12 inches
Packaged foods
Bulk foods, general
6 to 21 inches
6 to 11 inches
Long-keeping fruits and vegetables
7 inches
Bread, cake
5 inches
Small utensils laid in drawer, any center
Table silver; cooking knives and
4 inches
spoons
Utensils in vertical slots
121 to 15 inches
Utensils hung on sides of drawer .... 181 to 22 inches
12 inches
Soaps; cleaners
5 to 7 inches
Towels; table linen
4 to 7 inches
Child's play materials
4 inches
Pamphlets; cook books
4 inches
Tools; electric cords
5 to 7 inches
Sacks and wrapping paper
19 to 22 inches
Towels hung over bars
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DRAWERS FOR BULK FOODS:

DRAWERS FOR SMALL UTENSILS AND TABLE SILVER:

To hold 60 pounds of white flour, a drawer that is 22

inches deep and 12 inches wide needs to be about 16
inches high (over-all measurements)

a height of 13 inches is

sufficient.

If 16 inches wide,

A drawer of this

size will hold about 90 pounds of granulated sugar.
Drawers containing two or more sections (in a removable inset or insets) are often more economical than

individual drawers for the storage of small amounts of
bulk foods. The suggested minimum inside dimensions
are 5 inches for width, 10 inches for depth, and 4 inches
for height.
Ventilated drawers in the base of a draft cooler constitute suitable and convenient means of storing small
lots of potatoes, apples, and other long-keeping fruits
and vegetables. A tier of 3 two-section drawers provides suitable storage for these commodities. A section
that is 5 inches wide, 17 inches deep, and 8 inches high,
inside, will hold about 11 pounds of these foods.
SLOTS FOR FLAT UTENSILS AND SHALLOW DISHES:

Vertical slots 2 to 4 inches wide are recommended for

the storage of flat dishes and baking utensils. Two sets
of vertical slots are desirable for the average kitchen
one Set approximately 14 inches high by 12 inches deep;

the other 20 inches high and at least 16 inches deep.

Either may be placed between shelves in a floor-to-ceiling
cabinet.

For the former, a drawer in a base cabinet is

convenient or space in a wall cabinet may be used.
For space economy, the slot section in a wall cabinet
or floor-to-ceiling cabinet will be placed so its base is 68

to 72 inches high. In that way use will be made of
space that is out of reach.
For ready conversion to new uses as well as ease of
cleaning, slot sections between shelves or in drawers

Sectioned, removable insets are desirable for drawers
intended for the storage of small utensils and table silver.

Each should be planned for a specific group of articles
and located near the surface where they are to be used.
Following are the drawers that should be equipped with
insets and the over-all dimension of the drawers required
in the average kitchen.
Utensil drawer near sink
16 inches wide x 4 high x 22 deep

Utensil drawer near stove
16 inches wide x 5 high x 22 deep
Utensil drawer or drawers near mixing table
22 inches wide x 5 high x 22 deep
Silver drawer, 6 sections
14 inches wide x 4 high x 22 deep
The

minimum

desirable

inside

vertical

measure

(height of drawer or clearance above tray) is 3 inches
where 12 pieces of table silver that are duplicates (as
knives) are to be stored. A good height for dividers is
15 inches. The minimum desirable width of a section
for freedom of hand action is 3 inches if next to side or
end of drawer, 2 inches if between dividers that are 1
inches high. This width is sufficient for all articles except knives and the larger single pieces, for which a
section width of 4 inches is desirable.

Construction standards
WAYS OF MAKING CABINETS USEFUL:

should be in easily removed insets.

Put back and bottom in all cabinets.

Make doors of cabinets thick enough to permit installation of racks.
Face the construction over food drawers with metal
or thin plywood.

A.

B.

Movable pan or dish file Set on
shelf. Front edge raised to prevent
round objects from rolling out.

C.

Fixed vertical dividers between
shelves. Note shape of divider.

Fixed dividers in drawer.
Width of dividers 6".

11

D.

Horizontal dividers between
shelves are useful for table mats,
table linen, and flat dishes

E.

Use of space at end of
base cabinet for baking
sheets and trays.

F.

Slots in end of
wall cabinet.

Figure 10. Storage for flat utensils and shallow dishes.

G.

Movable under-sink file
for dishwashing equipment.
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Provide slots between shelves and sections in drawers
by means of removable insets of thin plywood.
Install pull-out boards so they may be used in place.

Slots for pull-out boards should be closed at the

The boards should fit as tightly as possible in
their slots in order that there may be the least amount
of play when the board is used in place. The slot
need not be more than inch wider or higher than
the board if carefully constructed.
Screw wall cabinet to wall. Do not place brackets

Design cabinets so that no food or trash can get into
places not readily cleaned.
Choose surfacing materials that withstand heat, soap,

and water, and are not easily cut or indented.

sides.

below it.

Provide space under sink with doors and with ade-

WAYS OF MINIMIZING CONSTRUCTION COSTS:

Employ construction practices that use the minimum amount of material.

Include only the amount of storage space shown to
be needed by the individual family for whom the

building is being done and by the type of family
likely to occupy the dwelling in years to come.

quate means of ventilation.

Keep the number of units in the ensemble to the

Make front rim of sink bowl as narrow as possible.
Make apron as narrow as possible (construction below counter top and sink rim).
Install lip drawers and doors in preference to flush

minimum.
Include the

type.
WAYS OF MAKING CABINETS EASY TO CARE FOR:

Use plain surfaces. Avoid grooves, holes, or corners
that would be difficult to clean.
Make parts that require frequent cleaning removable
(as screen over draft-cooler vent).

minimum amount of counter space

needed for the work to be done.
Provide floor-to-ceiling cabinets for the storage
needed in excess of that available in minimum-length
wall and base cabinets.
Arrange storage for large, infrequently used articles
in the basement or other place where the appearance
of the cabinet is not a factor.
Keep the number of drawers to the minimum.
Avoid unusual designs in facings, doors, and other
structural features.

Ii

A.

C.

B.

Cabinet planned for company dishes. Shelves are
adjustable.

Cabinet planned for skillets and
roaster. Shelves are covered
with linoleum.

D.

Cabinet planned for packaged foods. Note U-shape
of upper spice shelf.

Use of space under sink for storage
of dishwashing equipment and supplies. Top shelf removable.

Figure 11. Cabinets with shelves.
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Figure 12. Floor-to-ceiling cabinets.
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Partitioned cabinet 42"a IB'
One side planned for cleaning equipment.
Other side, tor ironing board, tabl'
leaves, aprons, etc.
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drawer, etc. The term "inside height" is used in
this bulletin to denote this measure, unless contrasts
are stated or implied.

Definitions
TYPES

CAmNETS

OF

Base Cabinet: One of the requisite depth and height for
the top to be suitable for use as a work surface.
Floor-to-Ceiling Cabinet: One in which no work surface is provided; usually extended to ceiling or

Height-

Distance from floor of room of the top or a designated point on an object; for example, height of
sink.

dropped ceiling.

Net vertical measure, either inside or outside; for

Wall Cabinet: One that is fastened to wall above base
cabinet, or above range, refrigerator, or other purchased equipment.
PARTS

OF

example, drawer.

LengthThe longer measure, as of a stored object, a
shelf or board, or a floor area.

CABINET

Apron: Facing strip below counter.
Compartment: Space in cabinet which is closed by doors
or curtains. May contain hooks, shelves, trays,
drawers, or may be without fittings.
Counter: Board at top of a base cabinet. Usually fin-

WidthThe shorter measure, when the longer one has
been designated by the term "length," for example,
shelf.

The middle one of three measures, when the other

two are designated by "length" and "thickness,"
for example, a piece of lumber.

ished for use as a work surface.

The side-to-side measure of a drawer or cabinet.

Counter Overhang: Part of counter which protrudes
beyond the face of the base cabinet.
Divider: Construction member between drawers or slots.
Facing Strip: Vertical strip at sides of compartment or
drawers.

Inside Depth, Width, and HeightDimensions of the
space within an enclosure. Inside measures plus thick-

ness of materials equal over-all measure.

Over-All Depth, Width, and HeightMeasures taken
on the outside of drawer or cabinet. Excludes ap-

Pull-Out Board: A board kept in a slot cut in the apron
or formed by two dividers.
Tier: Two or more drawers of the same width, placed

purtenances such as hardware, lip extension of drawer,
or trimming pieces. The over-all depth of a base
cabinet is measured at a point between the top and

in a vertical series.
Toe Space: A recess at the base of a cabinet.

or between the top of the topmost opening and bot-

bottom of the compartment (base cabinet with shelves)

tom of the lowest one.

The over-all depth of a

counter is measured on the top of the counter.

MEASURES

DepthThe inside or outside front-to-back measure of
drawer or compartment.

OTHER DexINITIONs

Shelf space: Distance between two shelves.
Lip Drawer: One that is faced with a piece that is wider

and longer than the front of the drawet.

The inside perpendicular measure of a sink bowl,

PUL LOUT BOARD

COUNTER
APRON

FACING STRIP

FLOOR - TO -

WALL
CABINET

CEILING
CABINET

COMPARTMEN
OVERHANG

TOE SPACE

PARTS OF CABINET
MEASURES
A

OVERALL HEIGHT

B

INSIDE HEIGHT

C

OVERALL DEPTH
INSIDE DEPTH
OVERALL WIDTH

5.
F

INSIDE WIDTH

TYPES OF CABINETS
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Figure 13. Terms used in describing kitchen cabinets.
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Table 7: SUGGESTED SHELF PLACEMENT IN BASE CABINETS IN RELATION TO USE OF CABINET.
Over-all
height
of base
cabinet

Approximate distance between shelves

Intended use of storage space (major items)

Inches
36

1. Mixing centerbowls; baking dishes
2. Sink centeradjacent to sink bowl, kettles; saucepans
under sink bowl, dishwashing equipment and
supplies

Over second shelf

Over third
shelf

Inches

Inches

Inches

Inches

10
11

9
8

9
9

Rem

8

6

11

7

14

6
8

8

20

7. Kettles; containers for staples
8. Foods in draft cooler

16
14
14

6
14
14

6

1. Mixing centerbowls; baking dishes
2. Sink centeradjacent to sink bowl, kettles; saucepans
under sink bowl, dishwashing equipment and

11
11

9
8

9
10

4. Any of utensils listed above
5. Utensils in vertical slots
a. Smaller flat utensils
b. All flat utensils
6. Electric mixer and attachments; mixing bowls and
baking dishes

supplies

11

3. Range centerskillets

4. Any of utensils listed above
5. Utensils in vertical slots
a. Smaller flat utensils
b. All flat utensils
6. Electric mixer and attachments; mixing bowls and
baking dishes

38

Over first
shelf

11

3. Range centerskillets

37

Base to
first shelf

7. Kettles; containers for staples
8. Foods in draft cooler
1. Mixing centerbowls; baking dishes
2. Sink centeradjacent to sink bowl, kettles; saucepans
under sink bowl, dishwashing equipment and
supplies

3. Range centerskillets

4. Any of utensils listed above
5. Utensils in vertical slots
a. Smaller flat utensils
b. All flat utensils
6. Electric mixer and attachments; mixing bowls; baking
dishes

7. Kettles; containers for staples
8. Foods in draft cooler
1Amount depends upon inside height of sink bowl.
2lncludes section with slots.
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8
11

142

20
17
13
13
11
11

u
9

6
10

7

Rem
6
8

6
10

9
9

6

6
9
9

6

9

10
10

9

8

7

7

Rem1

11

6
8

14

10

6

20

11

-...

17

6

7

13
13

10

7
8

9

6
11

8

Table 8.

PATTERNS FOR USE OF SPACE IN CABINETS WITH DRAWERS.1

Drawers in tier
Over-all

Pattern
number

Location

Description of cabinet2

Uses4

height3

Inches
1

2

Mixing center

Mixing center

Cabinet 32 inches high
Drawers 12 inches wide

Cabinet 36 inches high.
Drawers. 12 inches wide

5

10
8
5

10
12

3

Mixing center

Cabinet 36 inches high
Pastry board 33 inches high
Drawers 12 inches wide

5

121

8

4

5

Mixing center

Mixing center

Cabinet 36 inches high
Pastry board 331 inches high
Drawers 16 inches wide
Cabinet 32 inches high
Lap board 23 inches high
Drawers 16 inches wide

5

10

101
5

61
10

6

7

Mixing center

Sink center

Cabinet 36 inches high
Pastry board 331 inches high
Lap board 26 inches high
Drawers 16 inches wide
Cabinet 36 inches high

S

8
11

4
5

181
8

Sink center

Cabinet 381 inches high

4
5

201
9

Serving center

Cabinet 36 inches high

5

7
7

75
10

Combined sink and
serving center

Cabinet 381 inches high

4
5

6
6

71
11

Combined sink, serving, and mixing center

Cabinet 36 inches high
Drawers 16 inches wide

5

6
7

81
12

13

Combined range and
mixing center

Cabinet 36 inches high

Business center

Cabinet 28 inches high

5

235
3

41
12

32

Small utensils
33 lb. of flour or 52 lb. of sugar
Dry beans, dried fruit, etc., in small
quantities. Sifter, grinder

Small utensils
31 lb. of flour or 50 lb. of sugar
Baking pans in vertical slots
Small utensils
44 lb. of flour, 68 lb. of sugar or
baking pans in vertical slots
Dry beans, etc. Sifter, grinder
Small utensils
Flour 69 lb.
Sugar 76 lb.
Small utensils
Dry beans, etc., in small quantities.
Food grinder
44 lb. of flour or 69 lb. of sugar
Small utensils

Dry beans, dried fruit, nuts. Sifter,
food grinder
51 lb. of flour or 79 lb. of sugar
Small utensils
Clean towels
Utensils hung on pull-out rack

Small utensils
Clean towels
Towel rods or utensils hung in

drawer or rack

Small utensils, table silver
Bread, cake
Table linen
Table linen

Table silver
Small utensils
Towels
Table linen
Bread, cake

Small utensils, table silver
Towels, table linen
Bread, cake
34 lb. of flour or 55 lb. of sugar
Small utensils
Utensils hung on pull-out rack

Pencils, stamps, stationery
Stationery
Vertical correspondence file

Table 8 (Continjfed). PATTERNS FOR USE OF SPACE IN CABINETS WITH DRAWERS.

Drawers in tier

Pattern
number

Location

Description of cabinet2

Over-all

Uses4

height3

Inches
14

Sewing center

Cabinet 36 inches high

5

Sewing supplies

7

Articles tobe mended

7
7

15

Combined sewing and
ironing center

Cabinet 36 inches high

For kitchens not organized by centers

Cabinet 36 inches high

5

9
13

Scraps
New goods

Sewing supplies
Patterns, scraps
Unironed clothes. Garments to be
mended

Small utensils, table silver
Towels
Table linen
5
12
Flour 56 lb. or sugar 88 lb.
17
Small utensils, table silver
For kitchens not orDrawers 16 inches wide
5
ganized by centers
Towels, table linen
Cabinet 36 inches high
7
Bread, cake
7
Food staples
7
iSelected from lists given in Bulletn 446, Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station, Patterns for Kitchen Cabinets, beginning
16

4

5

on page 29. This bulletin may be borrowed by Oregon residents from their county home demonstration agents.
2No pull.out board is included in the tier unless specified. Drawer widths are specified only svhen uses include flour and sugar.
2Construction allowancestop of cabinet to top of first opening 2 inches; height of toe space, 3 inches; thickness of sides
shelves, and dividers, inch; width of facing, 1 inches; difference between inside and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch; vertical anti
lateral allowances for play of drawer, inch. In plans for tiers that include lap board, measure for drawer above the bsard is first
on the list.
4Combinations or alternate uses for which specified drawer height is suitable. Assumed inside depth of drawer, 21 inches. Capacity
for storage of flour is given for a 2-inch margin above contents.
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Table 9. PATTERNS FOR FLOOR-TO-CEILING CABINETS
Minimum desirable
dimensions

Pattern
number

Intended use

Shelf plan for one-compartment cabinet

Depth
of
cabinet'

cabinet2

of
shelf

Width
of

Width

Intervals between shelves and
location of fixed shelves

Number of
shelves
that may be
adjustable°

Inches

Inches

Inches

Perishable foods in draft

18

20

....

14, 12, 8, 6, 6, 7, 9; 12

7

2

Staples7 (room temperature)

18

30

12

18, 14, 12, 8, 10; 12

5

3

Utensils, all types8

18

36

14

18,

4

Dishes for guest meals;

15

24

14

15,

Dishes for family meals;

18

48

14

18, 12, 4, 6, 6, 7, 9; 20

7

6

Dishes; textiles in trays

15

24

14

Utensils allocated to range
center; part hung9
Stove wood, and utensils
allocated to range center'°
Utensils and packaged supplies used at the mixing

18

16

11

15, 10, 7, 5, 5,6, 6, 7; 12
60, 4; 13

8

7

21

24

11

30, 10, 7, 13; 15

3

20

28

14

12, 10, 9, 7, 6, 9, 9; 14

7

12, 11, 7, 6, 6, 6, 11; 13

7

I

cooler

flower containers

5

utensils8

8
9

6, 9; 20
10, 7, 7, 7, 6, 9; 12
13, 4, 6,

6,

7
7

2

table

10

Business materialsis

15

21

14

11

Sewing materials"

16

24

15

11, 11, 6, 6, 6, 9; 12

6

12

Cleaning equipment used in
kitchen; table leaves

15

24

14

64; 12

1

13

Cleaning equipment, main

18

28

14

64; 12

1

supply'2
14

Washing equipment

33

58

12

70; 82

15

Outdoor clothing (adults)

18

38

12

74

'Over-all dimension.
2Over-all dimension.

1

inch allowed for thickness of front and back.
if inches allowed for thickneos of both sides.
5For shelves other than those that serve as dividers between compartments.
Successive intervals, beginning at bottom. Semicolon shows recommended location of fixed shelf. Measures are approximate.
Table 31, footnote 1, for construction allowances.
5Assumes that shelves set at heights indicated by semicolons in previous column will be fixed. The number of adjustable shelves
in a two-compartment cabinet will usually be one less than the corresponding number for the one-compartment type, assuming that a
fixed shelf serves as a divider between the compartments.
6Sbelves full width, if made of slats, wire, or other means of permitting passage of air current. If solid, make odd numbered
shelves (reading from bottom) 3 inches narrower than depth of cooler, and even numbered shelves full width, with cutouts at back
and sides for air passage.
7Assumes flour, sugar, etc., stored in portable containers, spices in rack on door. Capacity of largest container accommodated,
50 pounds flour.
8Vertical slots for flat utensils in last interval listed.
°Interval between base and first shelf is intended for articles that can be hung; first shelf, flat lids stored horizontally; second
shelf, beverage makers. Depths of cabinet permits hanging on sides.
'°Wood stored in base of cabinet. Vertical slots in last interval listed.
'If drawers are used in the lower part of the cabinet, 18 inches is suggested as the minimum front-to-back measure of at least
the part with drawers.
1

72Excludes vacuum cleaner.
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(Does not include appendices. If reference covers two or
more consecutive pages, only the first page is listed here.)
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Base cabinet with drawers
How to determine height and width of available
storage space
How to determine the number and heights of
drawers
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How to determine size of cabinet or test a
proposed size
Base cabinet with pull-out racks
How to determine height and width of available
storage space
How to determine size or test a proposed size
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15
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17

Base cabinets with shelves

How to determine amount of available storage
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15

How to determine number and location of
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How to determine size or test a proposed size
Clearances between base and wall cabinets
How to determine clearance
Importance of allowing minimum space
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Base cabinet with shelves
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Base cabinet with pull-out racks
Floor-to-ceiling cabinet
Wall cabinet with shelves
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10
10

Files and dividers
Procedures in planning

19

Floor-to-ceiling cabinets
Height

19

How to determine size or test a proposed size

19

Heights of work surfaces
How to determine height of surface
Importance of having height suited to worker

7

10

15
17
17
19
11

13
3

10

Planning data blanks
Activities
Storage

6
8

Sectioned drawershow to plan

19

Storage cabinetshow to test adequacy

11

Wall cabinetsheight

19

Wall cabinets for hanging utensils
How to determine size or test a proposed size
How to locate hooks

13
13

Wall cabinets with shelves

Adjustable shelveswhy preferable

13

How to determine number and location of shelves

11

How to determine size or test a proposed size

11

Work counters
How to determine size or test proposed size
How to plan uses

I

7
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